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Is one of your citizenships from Africa ?
175 responses

African citizen

Which Country are you from?
167 responses

ASFAP: Comp&4IR Survey
175 responses

Copy

Yes
No

95.4%

Copy

Algeria
Angola

Benin
Botswana

Burkina Faso
Burundi

Cameroon
Cape Verde

Central African Rep…
Chad

Comoros
Congo

Côte d'Ivoire
Democratic Republi…

Djibouti
Egypt

Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea

Ethiopia
Gabon

Gambia
Ghana
Guinea

Guinea-Bissau
Kenya

Lesotho

3 (1.8%)3 (1.8%)3 (1.8%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)

2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

17 (10.2%)17 (10.2%)17 (10.2%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

3 (1.8%)3 (1.8%)3 (1.8%)
3 (1.8%)3 (1.8%)3 (1.8%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

8 (4.8%)8 (4.8%)8 (4.8%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

9 (5.4%)9 (5.4%)9 (5.4%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
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0 10 20 30 40

Lesotho
Liberia

Libyan Arab Jamah…
Madagascar

Malawi
Mali

Mauritania
Mauritius
Mayotte
Morocco

Mozambique
Namibia

Niger
Nigeria
Notes

Réunion
Rwanda

Sao Tome and Prin…
Senegal

Sierra Leone
Somalia

South Africa
Sudan

Swaziland
Togo

Tunisia
Uganda

United Republic of…
Western Sahara

Zambia
Zimbabwe

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

4 (2.4%)4 (2.4%)4 (2.4%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

33 (19.8%)33 (19.8%)33 (19.8%)
6 (3.6%)6 (3.6%)6 (3.6%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

33 (19.8%)33 (19.8%)33 (19.8%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

13 (7.8%)13 (7.8%)13 (7.8%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
7 (4.2%)7 (4.2%)7 (4.2%)

4 (2.4%)4 (2.4%)4 (2.4%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)
2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)
2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)
0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

6 (3.6%)6 (3.6%)6 (3.6%)
2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)2 (1.2%)
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Are you part of the "Diaspora"?
167 responses

Non-African Citizen

Motivations to participate into this strategy towards research in Africa
8 responses

Activity and Place of work

Copy

0 50 100 150

Yes

No

30 (18%)30 (18%)30 (18%)

137 (82%)137 (82%)137 (82%)

Copy

Collaboration and involvment
with Africa(ns)
Interest25%

75%
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What is actually your work situation
175 responses

In which country or continent are you performing your activity?
175 responses

Copy

Staff Academia, Research,
Engineering
Student, PhD Student,
Apprentice
Looking for position in research
or related topics
Teacher
Staff academia, research, and
PhD student
retired

10.9%

48%

39.4%

Copy

Your home country
Another country in Africa
Outside Africa

11.4%

9.1%

79.4%
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Which field of research or activity are you in?
175 responses

If you are in a specific collaboration, group or department, please give more details if
you wish
49 responses

no

Copy

0 10 20 30 40

Accelerators
Astrophysics & Cosm…

Atomic & Molecular…
Biophysics

Computing & 4IR
Earth Science

Energy
Fluid and Plasma

Instrumentation & De…
Light Sources

Condensed Matter &…
Medical Physics
Nuclear Physics
Particle Physics

Optics and Photonics
Complex Systems

Quantum computing
Theoretical high ener…

No activities
Atmospheric Physics

Quantum machine le…
Biological sciences (…
Nuclear energy and…

Environmental chemi…
Education

Chemical Physics
Physics and Applicati…

Organic electronics
Satellite to ground ra…
Am not involved in a…

Nanotechnology
High Energy Physics
Applied Mathematics

7 (4%)7 (4%)7 (4%)
31 (17.7%)31 (17.7%)31 (17.7%)

12 (6.9%)12 (6.9%)12 (6.9%)
14 (8%)14 (8%)14 (8%)

16 (9.1%)16 (9.1%)16 (9.1%)
18 (10.3%)18 (10.3%)18 (10.3%)

35 (20%)35 (20%)35 (20%)
5 (2.9%)5 (2.9%)5 (2.9%)

8 (4.6%)8 (4.6%)8 (4.6%)
5 (2.9%)5 (2.9%)5 (2.9%)

36 (20.6%)36 (20.6%)36 (20.6%)
26 (14.9%)26 (14.9%)26 (14.9%)

17 (9.7%)17 (9.7%)17 (9.7%)
21 (12%)21 (12%)21 (12%)

17 (9.7%)17 (9.7%)17 (9.7%)
3 (1.7%)3 (1.7%)3 (1.7%)

15 (8.6%)15 (8.6%)15 (8.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
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University of Yaounde I Department of Physics, speciality mecanics materials and structure,
option fondamental mecanics and complex systems, temporary assistant in the department of
mathematics and physical sciences of National advanced School of ingeneering of Yaounde

Member of Nano Research Group of University of Nigeria Nsukka, Nigeria

We have a Research Team in Renewable Energy Materials and Laser at Alioune Diop University.

I am member of the ATLAS collaboration

I'm in collaboration with colleagues from Universities of Ngaoundere and Maroua (Cameroon),
University of Abomey-Calavi (Benin)

The Pierre Auger collaboration, Astroparticle physics (Radboud University, Netherlands)

Fondamentale physics and Application

Department of Physics

Departamento de Física Experimental del Instituto de Física Corpuscular

ATLAS

Departement of physics, Faculty of sciences Semlalia Morocco

ATLAS

Department of physics

I Wish to have a collaboration in mass and thermal heat transfer in hybrid photovoltaic
collector in the laboratories which evolve in this research field in Africa or in Europia countries

Flow Research Unit, Wits

We want to develop decentralised community biorefinery projects for waste to resource
(materials research)

I'm a PhD student at university Cadi Ayyad from Morocco with a collaboration with Sorbonne
university from France.

ASFAP Instrumentation and Detectors
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Monte Carlo Simulation Group

Computational soft matter laboratory

Collaboration with Laboratoire d'Aerologie of Toulouse (France)

surfaces, synchrotron,

Physic Department

I’m a MSc student of the physics department of university of Yaoundé 1

Remote sensing and GIS

I am currently a student on the Development in Africa with Radio Astronomy (DARA) Advanced
Training programme.

I belong to Medical Physics Research Group, University of Nigeria. As a member of this group, I
carry out research in determining biocompatible nanomaterials for cancer treatment in
collaboration with members of this group.

I am in collaboration with the International Centre for Theoretical Physics(ICTP), Trieste, Italy

Work and study from Physics department

I have a collaboration with ICTP and IAEA. Because I have a master in medical physics in ICTP
by IAEA supporting

Physics Department, Umaru Musa Yaradua University Katsina

N/A

I am actually a member of Radiation and Nuclear Systems laboratory

We have a research group in condensed matter physics at the University of Nairobi

Member of African Young Generation in Nuclear, Emerging voices networks etc.

Many Collaborations word wide, including Africa and within SA

EPTHE, Physics department , IBN ZOHR UNIVERSITY
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Preparation of IoT courses for African universities, currently in Ghana and Senegal.

Nuclear physics

EAIFR-ICTP

Renewable Energy at Eduardo Mondlane University

Applied physics department

Head of Applied Physics research Group Covenant University Ota, Nigeria

Centre for Science and Technology Innovations (CSTI)

Currently involved in projects at the Department of Physics, UON Kenya

Mathematics Department, ASFAP Astrophysics/Cosmology Working Group

I prepare a professional dissertation on a solar distiller with a colleague (PhD in Renewable
energy).

Origin and type of Data you are exploiting

Origin of the data you are exploiting
175 responses

Copy

I don't use data
I generate my own data
Data from the experiment or t…
Already published data from li…
internet data
From some Meteorological st…
II generate my own data and…
we use experimental data fro…

1/2

10.3%

15.4%
37.1%

30.9%
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What is the order of magnitude of the data you are exploiting for your
work and where is it stored?

Where do you execute your jobs and exploit your data to get results?
175 responses

Tools and Infrastructure to exploit your data for research

Copy

Locally stored Nationally stored Internationally stored
0

20

40

60
MegaBytesMegaBytesMegaBytes GiGaBytesGiGaBytesGiGaBytes TeraBytesTeraBytesTeraBytes PetaBytes and OverPetaBytes and OverPetaBytes and Over

Copy

Locally where I work
Nationally
Internationally
In my Department(Physics).
At home
I am working on theoretical m…
currently, not working
All the above

1/2

20%18.9%

57.1%
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You are using software or applications on top of your own code: where is
it coming from?
157 responses

Do you use Artificial Intelligence or Deep Learning for your research?
155 responses

Copy

0 25 50 75 100

Collaboration Software

Commercial Software

Only my own

Do not use a computer

84 (53.5%)84 (53.5%)84 (53.5%)

75 (47.8%)75 (47.8%)75 (47.8%)

42 (26.8%)42 (26.8%)42 (26.8%)

3 (1.9%)3 (1.9%)3 (1.9%)

Copy

Yes I use it
I need to use it but cannot get…
I am investigating and learnin…
I cannot use it for lack of com…
I don't use it
not need
Not yet but would like to vent…
Not at present

1/2

20.6%

11.6%
32.9%

29%
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In the process of doing your work, what are the main blocking-to-
satisfactory  points (please rate)

How would you rate the infrastructure you are actually using

Workshops, trainings, courses, Education

Copy

Access to data Access to information Computing power
0

20

40

Blocking pointBlocking pointBlocking point Very insufficientVery insufficientVery insufficient InsufficientInsufficientInsufficient CorrectCorrectCorrect SatisfactorySatisfactorySatisfactory ExcellentExcellentExcellent

Copy

CPU Storage Network
0

20

40
Blocking pointBlocking pointBlocking point Very insufficientVery insufficientVery insufficient InsufficientInsufficientInsufficient CorrectCorrectCorrect SatisfactorySatisfactorySatisfactory ExcellentExcellentExcellent
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In the process of using computing to get your results which problems are
your facing?
169 responses

What would you consider to be the priority  to improve  the productivity in your work?
119 responses

computing resources

Mentoring , Collaboration, and Computing resources

Powerful workstation

Financial resources and less work load in my job

Support

Collaboration and possibility to attend conferences and workshops abroad, computing
ressources

Computing resources

Computer lab & Network

The major priority to improve the productivity of my result is provision of laboratory instrument

Copy

0 50 100 150

Lack of budget for compu…
No understanding in my l…
Lack of technical experie…
Lack of professionals to i…
Lack of organised trainin…
No possibility to attend c…
Limited possibility for travel
Wits has local computing…
I didn't have because I h…
I faced all those problem…
A bit of all ... its a struggle

Lack of experienced lect…
None

N/A
no comments

I sincerely appreciate the…

120 (71%)120 (71%)120 (71%)
37 (21.9%)37 (21.9%)37 (21.9%)

69 (40.8%)69 (40.8%)69 (40.8%)
48 (28.4%)48 (28.4%)48 (28.4%)

83 (49.1%)83 (49.1%)83 (49.1%)
66 (39.1%)66 (39.1%)66 (39.1%)

1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)1 (0.6%)
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of carrying out research.

Improved computer

a good computer

Travel and Collaborate with others researchers through the World.

I need more funds

Technical support

Access to HPC resources with unlimited CPU and GPU

Computing facilities and training

Performance network and computing infrastructure

improve organised trainings, workshop

Computing resources, get the possibility to organise traninings and workshops

the priority would be for me either to have computers on site or to travel to a laboratory abroad
which has a good performance computer

traning and internship to lean about this softwaes professionally

Funding and infrastructure should be improved.

Attend conferences abroad for better exposure

Material Equipment, International Collaborations

Funding for computational resources and attending international conferences

Provide commercial software

Training and computing sources

Possibility to attend conferences and workshops abroad
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Attending foreign conference

to increase the gouverning organs in the establishment and pay attention to clear objective
and results foreseen. the finacial aspects need to be well organised to ensure that budget is
put entirely on place in regard to meet objectives and results.

Collaboration with established colleagues internationally

To have more manpower and PhD Students

Access to more Technical Runs

Training and budget for computing ressources

Attend lot of conferences and provide computing ressources

network

Sufficient dataset

More training in computation

Make Resources available

to have a strong computing power located in my university

Increasing resources in terms of finances for acquiring the needed infrastructure, continuous
training in computing and data analysis

technical experience support

Connectivity over the last kilometre

Funding

Training in Astronomy

More training on Computer and acces to rmote resources

Internships
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My university works

Workshop and Conference training

Efficiency

The need for training

Availability of computing power

High computing power

Training on new technologies

learn about computational techniques

software and fast computers

To have budget for computing resources, organise trainings and workshops, and attend
conferences and workshops abroad.

Acquire more knowledge in my field of research through seminars and in-depth courses

Workshop and materials

Mentorship and internet facility

I need the HPC computer account, a Good network and collaboration

Having better and powerful computers with high processing speed...plus the budget to run the
research successfully

Increase the equipments of quality control and advise the people for the radiation protection

budget for computing resources and commercial software licenses

Collaborations and funding

technical experienced support in handling Big Data

E
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availability of smart computers with enough memories

Support for attending conferences, workshops and training

buying high RAM computer, collaboration for computational facility

Research

High computing machine

Mentorship and team work

Research collaboration with top-tier physicists

Devices, materials and supervisor

Knowledge transfer

Funding for students

More computing power

Inclusion of computer modeling software

Need to have the software as ArcGIS

A computer with high performance; conferences and workshop abroad

find collaborators in different African universities

Deep learning and artificial intelligence, data analysis

Having all the instruments I need

Proper mentoring

Lack of access to instrumentation

We just need an equipped laboratory and financial support

hpc resources, local computer resources, networks
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Yes

Training

Need of technical experienced support

Participate in international workshops, schools and trainings

finding budget

I try to find scholoarship ,attend conferenceand workshop

Lab tools and financial support(scholarships and fellowship)

Have a Computer work stations with a minimum of 10 cores

Exposure to equipment and trainning

Education, Research, Training and Funding

budget for computing resources, professionals to install "data centres

Infrastructure for collection of data

What would you consider to be the priority to improve the research productivity in
your country.
116 responses

Training

collaboration

Increase grant, and Mentoring

Provision of Financial resources to carry out research

Support

OTHER (18)
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Research funding, provision of computing centers

workshops and outreach activities

Computer lab & Network

The major priority to improve the research productivity in my country is the provision of
instrumentation sample characterizations.

More data from other countries

a good group

A better quality formaion and properly equip the Labs.

Funds to raise more projects

HPC resources

Training, facilities and Network

Establishment of an effective communication between academic institutions policy makers
and the scientific community.

improve technical experienced support, data centers, make data or information fully available

Computing resources, technical experienced support, trainings, workshops

in my opinion, the state must first equip the laboratories and then give students the
opportunity to have scholarships as well as post-doctorates abroad so that they can train to
come back later to train their cadets.

Conferences

Budget should based on research for betterment of country.

Exposure to advance knowledge and equipment

Collaborations and Computing materials

Building strong collaborations
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scholarship

Sources and funding

Provision of adequate funding for infrastructure development

Supply of relevant equipment

to increse the attention to researchers when undertaking their PhD in regard to help them
having positions in the universities or to provide them with support to serve corretly the
society when they are not recruited at university.

Mentoring to young colleagues and provision of adequate opportunities for young scholars

To increase the budgedt in Computing and Software activities, mainly in manpower

Making allowances for more computing resources, AI assisted systems are becoming more
prevalent, as such tertiary institutions in each country are supposed to lead research into this
and they can only do that if they have money allocated for compute resources

Professional and computing ressources

improve the situation of PhD students.

Sufficient computing power

computing resources

More training in computation

Put more effort to empower research , also improving life of researchers

strong financial support for PhD students

A win-win partnership with local government and industries, providing a good work
environment including good INTERNET, specific Libraries, good laboratories, computing
resources and a reasonable financial support.

improved infrastructure and increased technical support

need of experience equipement for research
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1. Internet access in venues that are safe and also available at night 2. Connectivity over the
last kilometre

Training

Basic suppor t to Users and Training

giving more Budgets

Resources for computing resources

Search for energies

Easy access to high computing system

Mentoring, trainings and workshops would go along way

Funding and cooperation

Resources, training, support from the government

Availability and accessibility of equipment and infrastructure

networking, trainings with international experts

human resources, software and better hardware

Technology transfer and to have budget for research

Improve on Living conditions of researchers 
Equipping research laboratories 
Providing infrastructure

The computing skills and resources. More training and workshop about the subject.

Lack of funding is a major problem

Funding

The govment must give us a scholarship
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More scholarships and funds for the research budgets.

Increase the number of the medical physicists in my country

Laboratories and equipments

Computing power and data storage capacity

Material for protection, Devices for preparation our samples and Characterization, Good
Network, and support or Scholarship to do correctly our work.

funding

Budget and support for PhD student

Improving HPC facility

Quality data

Availability of equipments and training

Availability of data and availability of facilities that will aid the research

Complete overhaul of research space, including corporate support, technical and social
infrastructure, research management, funding and incentives.

Devices, materials, infrastructure, invironment, and supervisor

Collaboration

Funding for students

Training and computing infrastructure accessibility

AI technology

We must have Lab having excellent computer with the best software

Centre of research, acces with data telescope, good network, ... (conferences and workshops)

Better computing education, mainly practical
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Mentoring, data analysis, research conferencing

Having the all instruments for characterization

Proper facilities, highly trained experts to mentor.

Access to instrumentation

We need a concrete political will from the leadership and sufficient financial support

hpc resources, funding available, collaboration, mentors or supervisors

Yes

workshops

Improvement in infrastructure, resources and communication. The improvement of income of
professionals can play a grate role in research productivity

sharing more information about research and expected result

Yes, if we get the access to do effectively working.

Laboratory equipment s

Access to Found

Equipment, trainning and workshop

More financement

Availability of research facilities and equipments, hands on training, research output
implementation

Conférences, workshops, trainings

Infrastructure for collection of data

Exchanges knowlage and experience between african countries

OTHER (14)
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Concerning COMPUTING teaching and training,  how would you rate the
one provided to the physics students during their cursus?
152 responses

This questionnaire has been done very quickly to gather the feelings of the
community. Some subjects have certainly been left out or forgotten. Please do not
hesitate to elaborate on them below and add any item that seem to have been
overlooked above. We would be very grateful for any hint.
37 responses

Yes

N/A

I'm currently at a lab outside Africa but I studied in Africa. I think my answers weren't very
useful and I think it would have been nice to structure them in such a way that I could give
some answers based on my experience when I studied/worked at an African institution.

Conditions of work of the young researchers in African Universities.

It is beneficial

Establishing Laboratory

Government intervention for provision of infrastructure like training centre and foreign linkage

Enhancing inter collaboration between african countries since they share the same issues

Copy

0 25 50 75 100

No courses provided

insufficient

correct

satisfactory

Students have almost no…

I'm not really aware of w…

I don't have this information

I dont know

16 (10.5%)16 (10.5%)16 (10.5%)

95 (62.5%)95 (62.5%)95 (62.5%)

26 (17.1%)26 (17.1%)26 (17.1%)

20 (13.2%)20 (13.2%)20 (13.2%)

1 (0.7%)1 (0.7%)1 (0.7%)

1 (0.7%)1 (0.7%)1 (0.7%)

1 (0.7%)1 (0.7%)1 (0.7%)

1 (0.7%)1 (0.7%)1 (0.7%)
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We believe in promoting coding as soon as possible. However, in many regions, recurrent
power cuts are a major constraint.

International Relations and Development is highly required.

Access to internet data is difficult. In most cases, the access is costly to manage.

Collaboration with foreign countries should be encouraged

Molecular Biophysics and Structural Biology

More usecases of particpationa and collaboration frameworks

No comments

need experience materials and commercial software for the simulation

Digital Twin modeling coupled with in-silico labs would be excellent for collaboration and
training but 5G is needed.

Training on AI and Machine learning will assist Electrical Engineering Community in SA

I don't understand

I would like to inquire about how best I can be able to get funds for my PhD research as well as
for the students I supervise...I believe that is the main challenge when it comes to research
work in my country Uganda (Africa).
Otherwise, I appreciate the fact such conferences help in opening up our minds to broader
knowledge.

No element is neglected.
The conference is very well done and felicitation for all the organizing team

NA

Okay, many thanks Dear Program Director... I hope everything or ideas in correct...

Computational facility is necessary for any physicist

Thank you
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I cannot reache the modern Technology to help me for my reseaches particularly scientific
news papers

For the courses I am preparing, I need equipment for the lecturer for a price of ~ 50 US$
The universities I am working with were not able to get this within a full year. Administrative
procedures are a disaster. The lecturers finally bought the equipment from their own pocket.

Data Analysis for physicist: intensive training program should be done for physicist to analyse
data

Ok

ok

We try to find the best.

International collaborations, opportunity and academic position in universities after education,
continuity and sustainability.

Research is so difficult in our country because, firstly we are hungry and we don't have
possibility to have good computing resources, secondly the internet connection is very
expensive and not broadband, thirdly lack of more things than I can explain here.

We are the science lovers in Africa, in Cameroon particularly but we have more problems which
send us to and other way.

Thank you

African Scientists working in the same field do not know themselves and therefore do not work
together by collaboration to share research output. I hope this survey will link my research
team with any African research team working on Computational Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-76728-0

no comments
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